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Abstract. Tracking objects in a crowded scene with occlusions has been
a challenge in computer vision and multimedia in the past years. This
paper presents a novel framework to track any arbitrary object through
modeling its coupled motion context. For a scene which is densely packed,
an individual movement is restricted into a specific pattern to make
it regular to be detected. Moreover, members in a crowded scene are
clustered into groups and thereby modeled as crowded scene contexts of
a tracking object. Accordingly, we present a novel framework to track
motions for any object in a crowded scene even with occlusions by using
the modeled contexts. Experiments on a number of real-life surveillance
videos illustrate the effectiveness and robustness of our method especially
in handling occlusions in crowded scenes.
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1 Introduction

Object tracking in crowded scenes plays a crucial role for a wide range of com-
puter vision and multimedia applications such as daily surveillance, behavior
modeling and abnormal detection. Although many object tracking algorithms
have been investigated and a significant progress has been made in the past few
years, reliable object tracking in a crowded scene still remains a challenge due
to the complexity of noises, varying viewpoints, clutter backgrounds and even
illumination changes. Most seriously, a tracking object is always easily to lose
when occlusions exist, which are very common and sometimes unavoidable in
real-life crowded scenes.

In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm to track any arbitrary object
through modeling its coupled motion context in a crowded scene. Essentially,
the aim of the proposed method is to continually track an object even when it
becomes unseen, which is in general brought by occlusions in a crowded scene.
To achieve this, we hypothesize that when a scene is densely packed, individual
movements will be restricted into a coupled pattern and thereby makes them-
selves relatively regular to be described. Moreover, members in a crowded scene
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are clustered into groups, which essentially constituting scene contexts for a
tracking object. Accordingly, we present a novel object tracking framework to
predict motions for continually tracking in a crowded scene with occlusions.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. We exploit a hybrid representation by simultaneously modeling the motions
of an expected object and its coupled environmental contexts. Comparing
with the existing object-centric representations, our method is more efficient
to characterize a crowded scene, and

2. A novel object tracking algorithm is accordingly presented based on the rep-
resentation, where specific occlusions can be detected and further well han-
dled for a continuous and relatively long-time tracking. In this way, objects
can be robustly tracked especially in crowded scenes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related
works. Section 3 discusses the details of our object tracking framework by mod-
eling motion context in crowded scenes. Experimental results and discussions
are illustrated in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and gives our
future work.

2 Related Work

Object tracking has always been one of the interests in computer vision and
multimedia in the past decade [4][10]. Many efforts have been paid to solve
the challenges and the existing methods can be roughly classified into three
categories: appearance modeling, motion modeling, and scene context modeling.

The appearance modeling approach avoids the problems of tracking drifts and
occlusions by improving appearance templates. For instance, adaptive appear-
ance modeling techniques track objects by indirectly employing statical analysis
[7][9][17]. However, their appearance models are susceptible to be contaminated
by long-time occlusions due to their blind update strategies. In [12], a track-
ing object is divided into regular grid cells and occlusion states are accordingly
determined for every cell using a classifier. However, the classifiers have to be
trained manually.

Considering the complexity of a crowded scene, the motion modeling approach
analyzes spatial or temporal motion patterns to assist object tracking. Ali et al.
[1] track objects in extremely crowded scenes and propose floor fields to predict
target motions. [16] models various motion modalities at different locations inside
a scene by employing the Correlated Topic Model [13]. Similarly, [11] captures the
spatial and temporal variations in crowded scenes by training a hidden Markov
model to model motion pattern. Unfortunately, occlusions remain a difficulty
during tracking objects.

The context modeling approach makes use of additional scene information to
aid object tracking. [6] employs networking targets in the same scene to esti-
mate the location of an tracking object especially when it is unseen. But the
relationship between the target and its supporters still faces difficulties in han-
dling complex situations. [18] mines auxiliary objects from scene background and
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collaboratively uses them to track objects as a strong verification of expected
locations. Unfortunately, it is uncertain to verify the relationship between an
auxiliary object and the tracking object in the method.

3 The Proposed Tracking Framework

We propose a novel Bayesian tracking framework to realize the mentioned steps
inspired by [8], where the tracking problem is formulated by maximizing the
posterior distribution of state xt at time t with the following available measure-
ment:

p(xt|z1:t) ∝ p(zt|xt)

∫
p(xt|xt−1)p(xt−1|z1:t−1)dxt−1 (1)

zt is the frame at time t and p(zt|xt) is its likelihood. The state xt for frame zt
is modeled as a vector describing the location, height and width of a tracking
object.

Essentially, our framework consists of the following three modules.

3.1 Modeling Motion Transitions

We represent the motion transition from frame t − 1 to frame t by f(xt|xt−1),
which can be modeled by a Gaussian distribution ofN(μ, σ), where μ is the mean
of optical flows to describe object displacements and σ is its covariance matrix.
Based on the observation that pedestrians in a crowded scene tend to move in a
coupled manner, we hypothesize that an individual pedestrian can not only be
tracked according to his/her own motion characterizations, but also the accom-
panied motion constraints from his/her neighbors to improve the robustness. It
can be described as follows

p(M |zt) = windi · p(Mindi|zt) + wgroup · p(Mgroup|zt) (2)

We model the latter item as an object group to characterize the coupled motions
between a specific tracking object and its neighbors, facilitating predicting the
trajectory when occlusions are detected. The neighbors here are simultaneously
referred as supporters for the tracking object.

3.2 Appearance and Motion Updating during Tracking

To well measure the likelihood distribution p(zt|xt), we associate an appearance
template together with motion characteristics in our method, which are helpful
to distinguish a specific object from its visually similar backgrounds or motion
similar couplers.

Specifically, we first filter the extracted optical flows which are too large or
too small and hash them into the polar coordinates to obtain a group of mo-
tion histograms. Since our observation likelihood is essentially decided by an
appearance term and a motion term, it can be computed as follows:

p(zt|xt) = αapp,tSimi(xt, xobs) + αmo,tSimi(xt, xobs) (3)
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where Simi(xt, xobs) is a Bhattachayya distance measure to evaluate the similar-
ity of two vectors. The coefficients of the appearance term and the motion term
of Simi(xt, xobs) are decided by their abilities to distinguish an object from its
surroundings, respectively. We use the score of the particle template calculated
in a previous frame to iteratively update the appearance and motion coefficients
of αapp,t and αmo,t by

αapp,t = αapp,t−1 ·
var2app

var2app + var2mo

(4)

αmo,t = αmo,t−1 · var2mo

var2app + var2mo

(5)

The detection of an occlusion or a drift during object tracking is as follows.
We store the motion and appearance templates for a tracking object in the
beginning k frames of T = T1, .., Tk as an initialization for tracking. Then for a
new frame t(t > k), we compare the tracking result with the stored templates
in T as follows: if the matching score is greater than an empirical threshold, we
update the stored templates with the latest tracking result from frame t, else an
occlusion or a drift is accordingly detected and we thereby stop updating the
appearance and motion templates to avoid unexpected results.

3.3 Tracking Objects through a Supporter Model

After modeling motion transitions and giving motion updating strategies, a spe-
cific object in a crowded scene with occlusions can be continually tracked as
follows. We first track an object using the particle filter method [14] until there
is an occlusion or a drift is detected. Then we use the supporters of the tracking
object, which are essentially the motion contexts inside the same crowded scene,
to assist predicting the trajectory and further verifying whether the object can
be tracked continually. These two stages are alternately switched during the
whole tracking process in a dynamic way.

Obviously, it can be seen that the key to track an object through its contexts
is to detect and model the relationship between a tracking object and its sup-
porters. To search for proper supporters as scene contexts for a specific tracking
object, we consider the following two properties are important:

1. A supporter should move regularly to make itself consistent in predicting
another tracking object.

2. A supporter should be easy to match, thereby an object together with its
supporters will be tracked in a coupled and robust way by propagating the
motion details from the supporters to the tracking object as a prediction
basis.

A tracking object together with its supporters forms the mentioned object
group, which is generally characterized by similar motion patterns and composed
of spatially close scene objects. We denote such a group by a state vector which
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describes its motion and spatial properties as (L,G,M, t), where L is the 2-
D location of the group, G denotes the spatial range of the group which is
represented as a variance Σ of the distance from its boundary to the center, m
denotes its motion characterization, l is the supporter number, t is its existing
time. Then the details to search for supporters of a tracking object are shown
by the following steps.

Segment a Crowded Scene. We first segment a crowded scene based on the
motions characterized by optical flows. Due to the fact that the extracted feature
points from a scene image may be too sparse, we employ the Large Displace-
ment Optical Flow (LDOF) [3] to obtain dense optical flows. We segment every
crowded scene frame according to the extracted optical flow vectors. Specifi-
cally, instead of clustering the vectors using K-means or kNN algorithms which
do not consider spatial constraints, we employ the graph-based method [5] to
obtain scene segmentation results (see the example results in Fig. 1). We use
G = (V,E), which is an undirected graph, to describe the segmentation results.
V is the set of segmented regions where every vertex vεV denotes a set of optical
flow vectors, and (vi, vj)εE corresponds to a pair of neighboring vertices. Note
that an edge (vi, vj)εE has a weight of w(i, j), which is a non-negative measure
of the dissimilarity between the two neighbors of vi and vj . The weight function
is measured by w(i, j) = |Op(pi) − Op(pj)|, where Op(pi) is the optical flow of
pixel pi.

Fig. 1. Example results of graph-based segmentation for relatively crowded scenes

Search for Supporters from the Segmented Regions. After segmenting
a crowded scene into several regions, we search for the supporters for a tracking
object from the segmented regions which have regular motion descriptions. We
employ the method in [14][15] to extract the attention regions (ARs) from the
segmentation results, which we consider can be a good choice as motion sup-
porters since the defined ARs are relatively easy to match and less error-prone.
Moreover, we can narrow the searching space for more efficient computing since
the potential max range of possible ARs in a new frame will be accordingly
predicated.

Specifically, we consider a detected AR as a supporter instead of directly using
a segmented scene region. Suppose the motion of a detected AR can be predicted
by optical flows as a Gaussian distribution (μ, σ), we set the searching space
for a new frame as (−3σ, 3σ) and the local discrimination score is accordingly
defined as ρL(x) = min(D(x), D(y)). Then in a new frame, we use the gradient
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decent method to search for the most discriminative regions. An expected AR
supporter is defined as a state vector of Smi = {T (i), S(i)}, where T (i) denotes
the templates describing the color histogram and the motion pattern of an AR,
while S(i) is its state vector characterizing the width, height, 2-D position and its
duration time. Moreover, we categorize every supporter into two types according
to whether it together with the tracking object exist in the same group, due to
the fact that the objects inside the same group tend to have relatively closer
motion correlations.

Track an Object Using Supporters in a Crowded Scene. In a crowded
scene, we assume a tracking object and its detected supporters have regular
relative movements, and therefore motions of a pedestrian are generally easy
to be interfered by their surroundings. Specifically, we describe the relationship
between a tracking object and its detected supporters by y = f(x) + ε, where
f(x) is the mapping from the supporters to the object, ε denotes Gaussian
noise with zero mean and variance σn, y and x are the states of the tracking
object and its supporters. We model the states of x by the width, height, 2-D
location of a supporter within frame t and its duration time ts, respectively.
Accordingly, the mapping from the supporters to the tracking object can be
defined as f(x) = wT · x.

Then we need learn the function f(x) which transforms the states from the
supporters to the tracking object as y = f(x) + ε. This is essentially a Gaussian
linear regression problem. Assume for frame t, we obtain a matched supporter
of x∗ and calculate the function f∗ by

p(f∗|x∗, X, y) =

∫
f(x∗|w)p(w|X, y)dw = N(

1

σ2
(x∗)�A−1Xy, (x∗)�A−1x∗)

(6)
where A = Σ−1

p + 1
σ2XX�, and w is the Gaussian prior over the parameter w ∼

(0, Σp). The X and y are the matching results of the supporters and the tracking
object in (t − ts, ..., t − 1). Next, after predicting f through Gaussian linear
regression, we combine the two types of supporters S to reduce the uncertainly
of the position for the tracking object as follows:

P (y|S) = λ
∑

Si∈Gt
indi

wip(f
∗
i ) + λcontext

∑
Sj∈Gt

context

wjp(f
∗
j ) (7)

Accordingly, the prediction result during object tracking is predicted by the
coupled motions of the tracking object when occlusions or drifts are detected.

4 Experiments and Discussion

To demonstrate both the effectiveness and the robustness of our method, we test
our algorithm on several challenging two real-world crowded scenes of a campus
street and campus gate. The pedestrains within the scene walking together and
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Fig. 2. We use two real-world crowded scenes containing a large amount of individuals
to evaluate our method. The Campus Street(left) contains pedestrains and bicycles
resulting in severe occlusions. The Campus Gate scene(right) has a simpler background
and more regular motion, but it’s easy to drift since the individuals walking closely.

Fig. 3. Comparing dense optical flows (left) with sparse optical flows (right) to char-
acterize motions. We note that the detected feature points of sparse optical flows are
sometimes even unable to see. Obviously, dense optical flows help analyze motion char-
acteristics inside a crowded scene.

cover each other that result in severe occlusions(see Fig. 2). For every scene
image, we zoom it to calculate LDOF features, which are found better than the
sparse optical flows as a motion descriptor (see Fig. 3).

We first test our algorithm in the Campus Street scene, where there are many
vehicles and pedestrians and thereby is challenging since a tracking object is easy
to be partially or even completely occluded by other pedestrians and vehicles.
We set the cuboid size of a supporter as 20 × 20, the initial coefficient of a
motion template as 0.3 and the coefficient of appearance template as 0.7. Fig. 4
shows some detected supporters which help predict the estimated position of a
tracking object (see the green bounding box in Fig. 4). A samller green bounding
box in Fig. 4 indicates a single detected supporter, and the opposite end of the
line connecting with the supporter is the calculated prediction indicating the
possible position of the tracking object. Once the tracking object is occluded
,its position still can be predicted by its supporters(the red point means the
supporter’s prediction of the target’s position when the occlusion or drift occurs).
Accordingly, after the object appears again, we can keep tracking it again(see
Fig. 4).

Fig. 5 shows more object tracking examples in a crowded scene. Every ob-
ject is successfully tracked before occlusion occurs. Once an occlusion occurs,
the tracking result will deviate from the ground truth. As illustrated, the OF
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Fig. 4. Object tracking examples. The largest bounding box indicate the tracking tar-
get and the small green bounding box indicates a detected supporter, while the end of
a connecting green line indicates the prediction of the tracking object from a supporter,
and our algorithm can track a specific object even when it temporarily disappears.

algorithm [2] successfully handle weak occlusions (see Frame 2 in the first row
of Fig. 4), but fail to deal with serious occlusions (see Frame 4 in the first row).
The tracking object thereby shifts to the vehicle which is passing by the tracking
object. Comparatively, our method successfully tracks the object (see the second
row of Fig. 5 as a comparison). More object tracking examples can refer Fig. 5.

To quantitatively compare our algorithm with the existing object tracking
methods of PF [15] and OF [2], we measure the results against the ground truth
as follows. We first manually label 20 objects in the Campus Street scene and
18 objects in the Campus Gate scene, respectively. Then we define the error
measure as the average distance ‖yt−xt‖, where yt is the ground truth and xt is
a tracked result. Fig. 6 shows the distribution of the errors, which are the means
and the standard errors computed by trajectories analysis. The finial mean error
of our method is 5.3403 in the Campus Street scene, which is lower than that of
PF 8.0440 and OF 6.2129. In the Campus Gate, the mean error of our method
is 13.244, which is lower than PF 16.2854 and OF 15.6778. We find the mean
error is near to the quarter of object width, indicating that the tracking error
is smaller than the size of the tracking object. It can be found that motion
supporters help object tracking even under specific heavy occlusions and drifts.
Error occurs when the pedestrains unexpectedly changed the motion and our
method could not capture the multiple motion since the occluding individual
changing the motion in different direction.
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Fig. 5. Example object tracking results when occlusions occur. The green bounding
box is the ground truth, the purple bounding boxes are the detected results of the OF
method, while the red bounding boxes are the tracking results of our method. The
red point indicates the centroid of the tracking object when occlusions or drifts are
detected. Row 1 and Row 2, Row 3 and Row 4, Row 5 and Row 6 illustrate object
tracking results using the OF method and our method for comparison.
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Fig. 6. The mean distance between the manually and automatically tracked trajectories
of Street scene (a) and Gate scene (b)

5 Conclusion

This paper proposes a novel algorithm to track individual objects in a crowded
scene with occlusions. We restrict an individual movement into a specific pattern
to make it regular to be detected. Moreover, members in a crowded scene are
clustered into groups and thereby modeled as crowded scene contexts of a track-
ing object. Accordingly, we present a novel framework to track motions for any
object in a crowded scene even with occlusions by using the modeled contexts.
The experimental results show that our method can guarantee a relatively long-
term tracking even with specific heavy occlusions. We believe crowded motions
can be further leveraged to help track irregular objects in our future work.
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